Dynamical decoupling techniques are the method of choice for increasing gate fidelities. While these methods have produced very impressive results in terms of decreasing local noise and increasing the fidelities of single qubit operations, dealing with the noise of two qubit gates has proven more challenging. The main obstacle is that the noise time scale is shorter than the two qubit gate itself so that refocusing methods do not work. We present a measurement and feedback based method to refocus two qubit gates which cannot be refocused by conventional methods. We analyze in detail this method for an error model which is relevant for trapped ions quantum information. Introduction -Shor's discovery of an algorithm[1] to break the RSA cryptosystem demonstrated that a quantum computer constitutes a promising system for tackling hard computational problems. However, it still remained unclear whether even conceptually a quantum computer can be constructed. One compelling reason is that even a minute error in each computational step would rapidly accumulate to a large error. Remarkably, the theory of quantum fault tolerance [2] [3] [4] [5] showed that this intuition was wrong. Actually, in order for a quantum computer to output a correct result with and arbitrarily small probability of failure, each gate operation must only fail with a small probability below a certain threshold. Thus, the precise value of the error threshold is extremely important to the field of quantum computation. This has initiated an enormous effort to reduce gate infidelities below the fault tolerance threshold. Very good results have been achieved in various platforms, in particular in trapped ions, NV centers in diamond and superconducting devices.
Introduction -Shor's discovery of an algorithm [1] to break the RSA cryptosystem demonstrated that a quantum computer constitutes a promising system for tackling hard computational problems. However, it still remained unclear whether even conceptually a quantum computer can be constructed. One compelling reason is that even a minute error in each computational step would rapidly accumulate to a large error. Remarkably, the theory of quantum fault tolerance [2] [3] [4] [5] showed that this intuition was wrong. Actually, in order for a quantum computer to output a correct result with and arbitrarily small probability of failure, each gate operation must only fail with a small probability below a certain threshold. Thus, the precise value of the error threshold is extremely important to the field of quantum computation. This has initiated an enormous effort to reduce gate infidelities below the fault tolerance threshold. Very good results have been achieved in various platforms, in particular in trapped ions, NV centers in diamond and superconducting devices.
Dynamical decoupling methods have made it possible to exceed this threshold for single qubit gates [6, 7] . However, in the case of two qubit gates, this task remains challenging. Most noise sources of the two qubit gates possess a sufficiently long correlation time. Therefore, dynamical decoupling has considerably improved two qubit gate fidelities in various platforms, and utilizing refocusing techniques are expected to improve these fidelities even more in the near future [6, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . However, the noise originating from laser or microwave amplitude fluctuations creates a noisy two body term that cannot be treated by dynamical decoupling, as it has a faster time scale than the gate duration. This amplitude noise thus places a serious limitation on the fidelity of two qubit gates, and is believed to be a bottleneck that will impede future advances.
As a result most errors are below the fault tolerance threshold by more than an order of magnitude, but two qubit gates still suffer from a dominant amplitude error that is above it. In this paper, we show that in this scenario, noisy two qubit gates can be refocused by a sequence of measurements and feedback, regardless of the noise's correlation time. The general idea is explained in fig. 1 , and is based on the following reasoning. A faulty two qubit gate could be used to realize a faulty two qubit measurement. The measurement however, could be repeated many times and reduce the infidelity substantially, resulting in a high fidelity two qubit measurement. In the next stage the high fidelity two qubit measurement could be utilized to create a high fidelity two qubit gate. This general idea could be brought to use for many architectures having different error models, e.g., NV centers in diamond, and superconducting qubits. Yet, here we will concentrate mainly on trapped ion systems. The paper is structured as follows: the amplitude error in trapped ions is introduced, then we present our method and show that it can arbitrarily suppress this noise. We show a detailed fidelity analysis and discuss the relevance to other noise models. Figure 1 . The general scheme. The source of the protocol is a low fidelity two qubit gate with a specific error model with a single error operator. The first step is to utilize this two qubit gate together with single qubit operations to create efficient two qubit measurements, which are used in the next step to create high fidelity two qubit gates.
Entangling gates with trapped ions-Entangling gates with trapped ions are realized using the Mølmer-Sørensen (MS) scheme [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , which is constructed out of the following interaction: vibrational phonon, Ω is the sideband Rabi frequency, and ε = ω d − ν is the detuning of the driving field from the secular frequency. During the MS gate operation, the two spins are entangled to the vibrational phonon, which generates the entanglement between the two spins. It is desirable to get a pure spin state; i.e., to keep the entanglement between the spins but to disentangle them from the phonons. This goal is indeed achieved, as after times of τ gate = 2πn/ε with integer n, the entanglement with the phonons is removed. In these times an effective Hamiltonian of H = gσ X,1 σ X,2 , where g =
ε , is obtained. It is thus clear that in order to get a pure spin state, the accuracy of the gate duration, τ gate , must be high. This accuracy is determined by the stability of the detuning ε. Taking advantage of the low drift in the trap frequency, and the high control of the driving frequency, the detuning ε remains stable during the experiment, and thus dynamical decoupling techniques [22] [23] [24] can be used to disentangle the phonon from the spins.
Producing a pure spin state is also vulnerable to fluctuations of the Rabi frequency. These fluctuations may change the radius of the circle in the phonon phase space, such that even if the gate timing is accurate, there is a likelihood of not returning to the starting point; in other words, a phonon-spin entanglement may remain. Nevertheless, as long as these fluctuations are stable during a single circle, which is the case of the weak coupling regime (high detuning), the phonon-spin entanglement is eliminated. In the strong coupling regime, this noise only makes a second order contribution, which is taken into account with the other noise terms that are not refocused.
However, the main source of decoherence originates from the first order contribution of the fluctuating Rabi frequency. These fluctuations eventually give rise to an amplitude noise in the interaction: instead of realizing an effective Hamiltonian of gσ X,1 σ X,2 the following Hamiltonian: (g + ∆g)σ X,i σ X,A is realized. Note that this argument also holds for other entangling gate schemes with trapped ions, such as the two qubit phase gate [19] [20] [21] . In these two qubit gates, in addition to the noisy interaction, the fluctuating Rabi frequency gives rise to a single qubit noise, which can be refocused with regular dynamical decoupling techniques.
The noise in the interaction results in a faulty gate:
This unitary is transformed to the CNOT gate using singlebody operations:
with U α,k = exp −iσ α,k π/4 for α = x, y, z and k = 1, 2. Assuming perfect single body operations, the obtained gate is a perfect CNOT followed by an error of exp(iεσ Z,1 σ X,2 ). The CNOT can be utilized to perform non local measurements, for example measurement of σ Z,1 σ Z,2 , i.e., parity detection, as shown in figure 1 . The amplitude error will propagate through the CNOTs to a final exp(i(ε 1 σ Z,1 + ε 2 σ Z,2 )σ X,3 ) error, which 
will result in an imperfect parity detection. This is illustrated in eq. 2:
It can readily be observed that the error flips the ancilla, so that after the measurement there is still an overlap with states of the opposite parity. We will show that repeating the measurement many times reduces this overlap.
The refocusing scheme-From low fidelity CNOT to high fidelity measurement -The basic advantage of a measurement over a gate is that the measurement's fidelity can be increased by repeating it a few times. We now show the validity of this argument in our case. It can be seen that the noise does not only flip the ancilla, but also causes a dephasing. Fortunately, states with the same parity have the same deformation up to a constant relative phase that can be corrected; hence iteration is indeed useful. To illustrate, consider an initial state of a|11 + b|00 + c|10 + d|01 . Detection of 0 , i.e. even parity, implies that we collapsed into: cos(e 1 + e 2 ) (a|11 + b|00 ) + i sin(e 1 − e 2 ) (c|10 − d|01 ) , and detection of 1 implies that we collapsed into: i sin(e 1 + e 2 ) (a|11 − b|00 ) + cos(e 1 − e 2 ) (c|10 + d|01 ) . As mentioned, there is an overlap with states of the opposite parity. If we now repeat the measurement three times and determine the parity according to a majority vote, the infidelity should go as sin(e) 4 instead of sin(e) 2 . This is verified by a simple examination of the trajectories: if the same outcome is obtained in all of the measurements, the overlap goes as sin(e) 3 , and the infidelity as sin(e) 6 , but there are still trajectories in which not all the outcomes are the same. In these trajectories the overlap goes as sin(e), but the probability of these trajectories goes as sin(e) 2 . Hence altogether this accounts for an infidelity that goes as sin(e) 4 instead of sin(e) 2 . This can be easily generalized to 2n − 1 repetitions: the worst case scenario is an overlap that goes as sin(e), but the probability of these trajectories goes as sin(e) 2n−2 . Therefore performing 2n − 1 iterations reduces the infidelity to an order of magnitude of e 2n .
Note that this measurement scheme can be further improved to take fewer operations. First there is no need to apply two complete CNOT sequences in each iteration. It can be seen that σ X,1 σ X,2 measurement is performed by simply applying M Z,3 U MS,23 U MS, 13 , and therefore σ Z,1 σ Z,2 measurement is realized by adding two Hadamards at the beginning of this sequence and two Hadamards at the end. Secondly, there is no need to perform the entire 2n − 1 repetitions in order to get a majority vote, we can end the sequence once any outcome is obtained n times. Further analysis of this scheme will be presented in the upcoming sections.
From high fidelity measurement to high fidelity CNOT- Figure 3 . From two qubit measurement to a two qubit gate
We now present our CNOT scheme which employs two body measurements and one body operations. This scheme is depicted in figure 3 , and is inspired by the scheme presented in [25] . Note that one ancillary qubit is required, as no measurement is performed solely on the original qubits and one more ancilla is needed to make the non-local measurements. The scheme is as follows: the initial state of the ancilla is set to |0 + 1 , so we start with
Applying the measurement σ Z,1 σ Z,3 we get:
otherwise a correction of σ X,3 is applied. In the next step we measure σ X,2 σ X,3 and obtain:
otherwise a correction of σ Z,1 σ Z,3 is applied. And now by measuring the ancilla (third qubit) the CNOT is realized. In this way a high fidelity CNOT gate can be realized under the condition that a high fidelity measurement can be realized. This specific example illustrates the main scenario in which there are high fidelity operations, i.e., the single qubit gates and measurements and one low fidelity operation: the two qubit CNOT. The fidelity of the single qubit operations is an order of magnitude below the threshold and the two qubit CNOT is an order of magnitude above the threshold. By utilizing many 'cheap' operations we are able to increase the fidelity of the bad operation and bring it below the threshold.
We claim that this is the most efficient way to transform non-local measurements into a CNOT , since one cannot produce a CNOT using one two qubit measurement alone. This is quite clear: we can always choose a basis in which the operation of the measurement is not regular; i.e., two orthogonal states are mapped to the same state. Thus we cannot generate a CNOT utilizing only one two qubit measurement and single body operations.
Analysis -We first note that a parity measurement can be performed more efficiently. Instead of applying two CNOTs it is enough to realize the sequence:
where M z,3 denotes a measurement of the ancilla. Similarly a measurement of σ x,1 σ x,2 is realized by M Z,3 U MS2,3 U MS1,3 ; in both cases a correction of single body operator is required according to the outcome. Due to the amplitude error the measurement is not accurate and there is an overlap with states of the opposite parity. So given an initial state of a|11 + b|00 + c|10 + d|01 , if we detect an even parity we collapse into: cos(e 1 + e2) (a|11 + b|00 ) + sin(e 2 − e 1 ) (c|10 + d|01 ) , and detection of an odd parity implies that we collapse into: − sin(e 2 + e 1 ) (a|11 + b|00 ) + cos(e 2 − e 1 ) (c|10 + d|01 ) . In order to decrease the infidelity, the measurement is repeated 2n − 1 times and the outcome is determined according to a majority vote. We now want to calculate the average infidelity, and show that if the infidelity of a single measurement goes as e 2 , 2n − 1 repetitions yield infidelity that goes as e 2n . The average fidelity reads:
where |ψ(ε) is the unnormalized wave-function given a specific measurement result, |ψ(ε) is the normalized one, |ψ p is the normalized desired outcome. We observe that |ψ p =
, where Π c is the projection on the correct subspace and Π r is the projection on the wrong subspace; thus the fidelity expression can be simplified to:
Under the assumption that the probability of the odd subspace is of the same order of magnitude of the probability of the even subspace, which is indeed valid in all measurements performed in our CNOT, we get that:
∼ e, and then taking the leading order of e in eq. 7 we get that the infidelity is: This is obviously not enough, since we need to take into account other errors. We disregard preparation and detection errors as they are negligible and can be arbitrarily suppressed by iterations. This however is not true for single body errors caused by gates, which should be considered. Namely, each single body operation is followed by a single body error with probability ε 2 , and each MS gate is followed by a single body error with probability 2ε 2 . We thus need to add the accumulation of these errors to the infidelity, when ε 2 is assumed to be below the threshold. Note that we can reduce the number of MS gates, and thus reduce the accumulation of these errors because not all the repetitions are required. Instead of making all the 2n − 1 iterations, we just need to wait until one of the outcomes is repeated n times. In the leading order of e this yields the same infidelity as the 2n − 1 repetitions, but the average number of repetitions is reduced to n(1 + 
The infidelity of σ X,i σ X, j is almost the same (it differs only in four Hadmard gates): n(1 + 3 ) n . We are now ready to obtain the infidelity of the CNOT. It can be seen that the amplitude error in the σ Z,1 σ Z,3 measurement propagates to a final σ X,2 error and the amplitude error in the σ X,2 σ X,3 measurement propagates to a final σ Z,1 error. Hence if our initial state is α|11 + β |00 + γ|10 + δ |01 , the infidelity is:
which is bounded by:
This bound is indeed attained for certain states.
Therefore, given a threshold T , the single body error, ε 2 , limits the number of repetitions and dictates a new threshold for the original CNOT error which is lower than T . The threshold of the original CNOT as a function of ε 2 is shown in figure 4 for T = 10 −4 .
Relevance to NV centers and other noise models-We have shown that our scheme works for amplitude error, which is Figure 4 . Given a threshold T, the single body error ε 2 determines a new threshold for the original CNOT error such that the infidelity of our CNOT will be below T. The plot shows this new threshold as a function of ε 2 . for T = 10 −4 .
highly important for trapped ions. This method can be applied to other noise models as well, in particular to dephasing in one of the qubits. Namely, instead of realizing a Hamiltonian of gσ Z,1 σ Z,2 , we get gσ Z,1 σ Z,2 + εσ Z,1 . This noise again induces a syndrome mistake in the measurement and thus can be suppressed by iterating the measurement. This noise model is the dominant error in entangling gates in NV centers. In this platform the main source of decoherence is a slow drift in the NV energy gap, and this is the undesired εσ Z,2 . When using these gates for parity measurements this noise flips the ancilla and changes the syndrome; thus the refocusing method works. It should be noted that for other noise models such as dephasing in both qubits, our method is not useful, since the error does not only change the syndrome but also deforms the superposition. A future challenge would be to examine whether a similar method can be used to refocus this kind of noise.
Conclusions and outlook-We presented a new refocusing method that increases the fidelity of entangling gates, which suffer from dominant amplitude error or dephasing noise. The scheme is based on the observation that these gates can be used for accurate measurements that can function as building blocks for the desired entangling gate. Note that some noise models seem to be resilient to this method, which leaves us with the question of whether there are similar refocusing methods for them. Our scheme is based heavily on the fact that two body measurements performed by faulty entangling gates can be easily corrected by iterations; this however is not the case for other non-local multi-body measurements. Since these measurements are highly prevalent in error correction codes, it would be interesting to inquire whether a similar correction method exists for them. and measuring 0, we collapse into: − sin(e 2 + e 1 ) (a|11 + b|00 ) + cos(e 2 − e 1 ) (c|10 + d|01 ) .
Note that because of the amplitude error, the measurement is not accurate and there is an overlap with states of the opposite parity. This overlap goes as sin(e); thus, the infidelity of the measurement goes as sin(e) 2 . In order to decrease the infidelity, the measurement is repeated 2n − 1 times and the outcome is determined according to a majority vote. Let us consider the case of three repetitions: if we get the same outcome in all three measurements, the undesired overlap will go as sin(e) 3 . For example, getting three times one will leave us with:
cos(e 1 + e2) cos(e 3 + e 4 ) cos(e 5 + e 6 ) (a|11 + b|00 ) + sin(e 2 − e 1 ) sin(e 4 − e 3 ) sin(e 6 − e 5 ) (c|10 + d|01 ) ,
and thus the undesired overlap will be reduced. Regarding the case of different outcomes, for example two ones and one zero, we obtain the following non-normalized state:
− cos(e 1 + e2) cos(e 3 + e 4 ) sin(e 5 + e 6 ) (a|11 + b|00 ) + sin(e 2 − e 1 ) sin(e 4 − e 3 ) cos(e 6 − e 5 ) (c|10 + d|01 ) .
After normalization the undesired overlap goes as sin(e), but the probability for this trajectory goes as sin(e); altogether this accounts for an infidelity that goes as sin(e) 4 , instead of sin(e) 2 .
We would now like to make a more precise calculation of the average fidelity of this measurement, given a certain number of repetitions. We wish to show that given a single measurement with an infidelity that goes as e 2 , then 2n − 1 repetitions yield infidelity that goes as e 2n . The average fidelity reads:
where |ψ(ε) is the unnormalized wave function given a specific measurement result, |ψ(ε) is the normalized one, |ψ p is the normalized desired outcome, we observe that
, where Π c is the projection on the correct subspace and Π r is the projection on the wrong subspace. Hence the average fidelity reads:
The average fidelity is thus larger than ∑ 2 . This bound is attained for any initial state that lies in only one of the subspaces (any initial state with a well defined parity). This is because in this case for any trajectory that gives the correct parity Π c |ψ(ε) = |ψ(ε) , Π r |ψ(ε) = 0 and for any trajectory that gives the wrong parity Π r |ψ(ε) = |ψ(ε) , Π c |ψ(ε) = 0. However in the case where |a| 2 + |b| 2 is of the same order of magnitude of |c| 2 + |d| 2 , the infidelity will be smaller than the bound. We now calculate the infidelity in this case: note that eq.14 can be written as:
that can be simplified to:
Under the assumption that |a| 2 + |b| 2 has the same order of magnitude of |c| 2 + |d| 2 , then
∼ e and then taking the leading order of e in eq. 15 we get that the infidelity is:
We can compare this approximation to numerical values for e = 0. We also need to take into account other single body errors that are assumed to be below the threshold. As mentioned in the main part, we neglect preparation and detection errors as they can be arbitrarily suppressed by iteration. We do not neglect errors in gates and assume the following noise model: each single body rotation of π 4 is followed by a single body error with probability ε 2 and any MS gate is followed by a single body error with probability ε 2 on each of the relevant two qubits. Now 2n − 1 iterations of σ Z,i σ Z, j include 4n − 2 MS gates, 4 Hadmard gates and one correction of π 2 rotations with probability 1 2 . We thus get that the infidelity of this measurement is (8n + 1)ε 2 + 1 2 2n−1 n 2e 2 3 n . But, as mentioned in the main text, the number of single body errors can be significantly reduced, as we do not need all the 2n − 1 repetitions. Recall that 2n − 1 repetitions are used to lower the amplitude error from ε to ε n . But in order to get this improvement we just need to wait until one of the outcomes is repeated n times, and in most cases this will require less than 2n − 1 repetitions. So a more efficient scheme is to repeat the measurement until one of the outcomes occurs n times; in the leading order of e the same infidelity is achieved (taking into account only the amplitude errors). Note that the probability to stop after k repetitions (n ≤ k ≤ 2n − 1) is n+k−1 k C(e) n S(e) k + S(e) n C(e) k , thus the average stopping time is given by ∑ n−1 k=0 k n+k−1 k p n (1 − p) k + p k (1 − p) n , which goes as n(1 + S(e)). Hence, the probability for a single body error is now [4n(1 + S(e)) + 5]ε 2 , and the infidelity reads:
We now want to calculate the average infidelity of the entire CNOT. The imperfect σ X,1 σ X,2 measurement yields the following outcomes: Collapsing into |0 (so we do not need to perform a correction):
|11 → cos(e 1 − e 2 )|11 − 00 − sin(e 1 + e 2 )|11 + 00 |10 → cos(e1 − e2)|10 − 01 − sin(e1 + e2)|10 + 01 |01 → cos(e1 − e2)|01 − 10 − sin(e1 + e2)|01 + 10 |00 → cos(e1 − e2)|00 − 11 − sin(e1 + e2)|00 + 11
Collapsing into |1 (and applying σ X,1 correction):
|11 → cos(e1 + e2)|11 + 00 + sin(e2 − e1)||11 − 00 |10 → cos(e1 + e2)|10 + 01 + sin(e2 − e1)|10 − 01 |01 → cos(e1 + e2)|01 + 10 + sin(e2 − e1)|01 − 10 |00 → cos(e1 + e2)|00 + 11 + sin(e2 − e1)|00 − 11 .
The infidelity analysis of this measurement is obviously similar to that of the σ Z,1 σ Z,2 measurement. except that one does not need the four Hadamard gates, so the infidelity of this measurement is: 4n(1 + n . The CNOT consists of σ Z σ Z and σ X σ X measurements, which we assume are the only source of errors. Then, in order to calculate the infidelity we just need to understand how these errors propagate in the CNOT. Let us examine this for the σ Z,1 σ Z,2 measurement:
will become after the measurement:
r(ε) (α|111 + β |000 + γ|101 + δ |010 ) + ε (α|110 + β |001 + γ|100 + δ |011 ) , where r(ε) denotes the relevant normalization factor. After a flawless σ X,2 σ X,3 measurement (and repair if necessary) and a σ Z,2 measurement (and repair if necessary) we get:
r(ε)(α|10 + β |00 + γ|11 + δ |01 ) + ε(α|11 + β |01 + γ|10 + δ |00 ).
Hence σ Z,1 σ Z,2 error corresponds to an σ X,2 error. Considering the σ X,2 σ X,3 error:
